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Khamomile "Khami" Zhivan
Khamomile “Khami” Zhivan

Species: Yamataian
Gender: Female

Age: 8
Zodiac Sign: Libra

Family (or Creators): Melanie Zhivan- 'Mother', Deceased Ginger Zhivan- sister, 8 Rosemary Zhivan-
Sister, 8

Height: 5'3“
Weight: 102
Bra Size: A

Organization: Independent
Occupation: Who knows

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: N/A

Khamomile "Khami" Zhivan in Roleplay

Khamomile “Khami” Zhivan is a Player Character played by Kai and is currently involved in the Land Of
Dreamers plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'3” Mass: 102 Measurements:32-25-31 Bra Size: A

Build and Skin Colour: Khami has a very small frame, and a skinny body. Her skin is somewhat pale,
suggesting she doesn't get outside much.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Khami has large, curious blue eyes, a slightly rounded face, and a
small nose and mouth.

Hair Colour and Style: Khami has brown, bobcut hair, cut just above her shoulders.

Distinguishing Features: When she transferred to a Yamataian body, Khami opted for human ears
instead of keeping the Neko ones.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Khami has a very light, bubbly personality. She is very kind, and enjoys making people
happy. She will help strangers if there is no immediate danger she can see. She prefers to avoid conflict,
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and, given the choice, would gladly solve problems civilly. That is not to say, however, that she cannot be
violent if need be, and, having lived the last two years of her life as a vagrant of sorts prepared her for
anything that may come. Around friends and people she trusts she is very giving, and can sometimes be
manipulated by them because of this. She can be quite gullible, and isn't always the sharpest tool in the
shed. She is however, very wary of shady-looking characters, and can become a different person when
they are around, steeling herself to look like less of a target.

Likes: Junk food, being polite, and making her friends happy. Dislikes: Violence, impoliteness, and a
shortage of junk food. Goals: To make new friends, and keep all her friends happy.

History

Pre-RP

Khamomile was born with a batch of three Nekos, 8 years ago, ordered by a wealthy, barren widow who
wanted children, but not babies. She raised the three Nekos as her “daughters” and, for 4 years they
were a happy family. When the Yamataian body came out, the girls all switched, to be closer in
appearance and abilities to their Geshrin “mother”. Khami took on the role of a housewife, doing most of
the cooking and cleaning, while her sisters were the ones going out and working. Her life has been fairly
sheltered, and she began yearning to get out into the world. When she was 6, her mother died, and left
her small fortune to her three daughters, giving Khami the chance to get out in the world. Taking that
chance, Khami bought herself travelling gear, mapped out several routes around Yamatai, and set off.
She became a vagrant of sorts, Taking odd jobs, living in hotels, moving around quickly, and gained a
little bit of street smarts, which lead to buying herself a gun for protection. After two years of being
mostly alone, traveling and working odd jobs, Khami got into contact with her sisters again, and the three
decided to take a vacation together and catch up on the past years, and to commemorate the
anniversary of their mother's death.

Skills

Communication:

Khami is capable of communicating through normal civilian means, and has very neat writing. she often
writes short stories and sometime poetry as a means of expressing herself.

Fighting:

Khami's mother made her and her sisters take martial arts training for a few years, mostly as self
defense, and so Khami has a rudimentary knowledge of fighting in several forms. She has also learned
how to use guns and Knives in self defense, though she is a bit more proficient with the guns.
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Technology Operation:

Khami can use many types of civilian technology, mostly computers and communicators.

Mathematics

Khami received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Domestic

Khami has learned how to cook and clean rather well in the past few years, and is fairly proficient in both.
She can be quite tidy, and when cooking the only sign she's even doing anything is the scent of baked
goods wafting from the oven.

Medical and Science

Khami learned more first aid than actual medicine, and can bandage minor wounds on Nekos,
Yamataians, Jiyuuians, and Nepleslians. Any serious injuries should really be sent to a doctor.

Physical

Being a former Nekovalkyrja, Khami is very physically fit, and can stay active for quite a long time. she
has trained her self to have above average endurance, and may keep going longer than most of her
colleagues and enemies

Inventory

Clothing

White shirt x5
Light blue shirt X 5
Tight-fitting blue pants X 5
Tight-fitting black pants x 5
Short skirts (various colors) x 5
White tennis shoes

Weather Gear
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White Sweatshirt
Black raincoat
Powder blue winter pants
Knee-high black boots

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

Sports bras (grey) x 3
Lacy bra/panties (red)
flower print panties (Black) x 10
Push-up bras (black) x 10
10 pairs of Socks (5 black, 5 white)

Accessories

genuine leather belt, silver buckle (brown)
Gold bracelet

Personal Hygiene

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Electronics

Electronic Money Card

Miscellaneous

Large suitcase with wheels and straps (can be used as backpack)
Ketsurui Zaibatsu Type 28A .40 Caliber GSP
Two extra magazines of ammunition for GSP
50 .40 rounds for GSP
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Finances

Khamomile “Khami” Zhivan is currently a N/A in the Independent. She receives a weekly salary of -salary-
per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1000 KS Savings
Character Data
Character Name Khamomile "Khami" Zhivan
Character Owner Kai
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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